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+ In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

This week the set of readings from the New Testament calls us to be ready for the 

coming of the Lord. We are moving into that time of the church year when we 

become more aware of being ready for Jesus. Advent will soon be upon us and we 

will be preparing for Christmas. Have you seen the things in the shops already? 

They have been there since September. Yesterday when I was at the shops at St 

Agnes, eagerly looking forward to the chicken double cheeseburger sausages 

from the butcher which I would take to my daughter’s house for a barbecue 

(which I of course left at home in the fridge!), and going into Coles for a few 

things I was appalled to see the giant blow up reindeer and Santa looming over 

the aisles like some apparition from a horror movie. I winced and realised that 

Christmas is coming whether I liked it or not, and I would have to battle the 

secular Santa as I strive to connect with the coming of the Christ child.  

Are you the sort of person who gets ready early? Are you the sort of person who 

has all your Christmas shopping done well before December? Or are you the sort 

of person who leaves everything to the last minute and never manages to get 

everything done you wanted to do? In which group of bridesmaids are you? Are 

you in the group of well-prepared bridesmaids who have a flask of oil in case the 

bridegroom is delayed? Or are you in the group of bridesmaids who go out with 

no oil, confident the bridegroom would not be late for his own wedding banquet?  

The parable calls the hearers to look further into the story, to test their way of 

living and attitudes against the deep meaning at the centre of the teaching. 

Parables are rich and multi-layered. On the surface the parable is about foolish 

and wise bridesmaids. The situation could be applied to a modern context. 

Imagine setting out for a journey to Arkaroola in your two-wheel drive vehicle and 

thinking you will get to the station without any problems. Unfortunately, you 

drive over a particularly sharp rock in a creek bed and sustain a flat tyre. In your 

lack of preparedness, you did not check the spare and you must wait for help as 
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the day wanes into night. Of course, there is no phone reception, and it has been 

a blisteringly hot day. You do not have any extra water than your 600 ml spring 

water bottle you picked up at the last servo… do you get the picture? 

There are lots of implications for not being sufficiently ready. Peel away the outer 

layer of the parable, like the skin of an onion. Perhaps your eyes start watering 

from the juice that squirts out as you peel. The parable stings as you go deeper 

into the meaning. The bridesmaids without the flask of oil were not just 

unprepared for the bridegroom when he was delayed. Their priorities were not 

aligned to the task. Jesus is speaking about life and faithfulness in life. If we apply 

the parable to our faith in God, then we can begin to feel the sting, like the onion 

juice squirting into our eyes as we peel it open. Jesus is asking us to examine our 

lives. Is God priority number one? Do we attend to the matters of faith first? Or 

do we leave such things to the next time we happen to come to church? It is easy 

to become caught up in the day to day rush of life as it seems to pass us by, the 

tasks that demand attention. How quickly we become exhausted, not bothered to 

carry the flask of oil as we wait for the big event long into the night. 

Who here is fed up with US politics? Have you tried to watch the news this last 

week hoping to catch something local only to be swamped with the current 

obsession with the American presidential election? One headline I watched 

yesterday read: ‘Wait of the World’: how the globe’s papers are reporting the US 

election. So, while we reflect on the bible readings set for today, moving toward 

the season of Advent, and think about watching and waiting for the coming again 

of our Lord Jesus, the secular message demands us to wait for the outcome of the 

presidential election as though it is the most important thing in the world. It’s a 

surreal juxtaposition. The news reports present the people of America protesting 

on the streets, unable to deal with the tension of the waiting, even as thousands 

more are afflicted with the deadly COVID disease. 
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I wonder how history will look back on this time we are living through now. The 

constancy of the message of Jesus will remain for sure, but what of the rest? How 

will historians view the pandemic and the US election and everything that is going 

on at the same time?  

Waiting for the outcome of the US election is as superficial as waiting through the 

secular frenzy of Christmas. The real waiting is a deeper experience, like peeling 

away the layers of the parable, the sharp sting of revelation at each layer, like the 

skin of the onion, peeling away to the centre.  

The bridesmaids without the oil were not ready. They assume they will enter the 

wedding banquet, which is of course the allusion to the kingdom of God. They are 

like the ones who flit through life unthinking about the demands of faith in God. 

They are like the people of Israel whom Joshua taunts because of their track 

record of unfaithfulness. You cannot serve the Lord, for he is a holy God. He is a 

jealous God; he will not forgive your transgressions or your sins… Yet the people 

want the benefits of the Lord their God, despite their failures and they will renew 

the covenant with God. Joshua makes them realise that following God requires 

commitment and the will to follow, no matter where the faith leads, even if it 

leads to the bitter end. Even if it leads to mortal death, faith in God calls us to 

follow the way.  

St Paul assures us that mortal death does not exclude people from entering 

eternal life with God. From his letter to the church in Thessaloniki Paul 

encourages the members there that the death of their loved ones and friends is 

no barrier to resurrection. God brings those faithful who have died through Jesus 

to the other side. Remember from the gospel of John, how Jesus says that he is 

the way and the truth and the life, that no one can come to the Father except 

through him.  
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The teaching of Jesus in the parable makes us aware of the need to be watchful 

and ready. We are to watch the signs of the time because the Lord will come at an 

unexpected hour. As the layers of the parable unpeel the certainty of another 

coming of Christ is revealed. We do not know the hour nor the day. This coming 

of Christ sits alongside our yearly remembrance of the birth of Jesus at Christmas. 

It is apocalyptic and incarnational. He will come again to judge the living and the 

dead, as we repeat in the creed when we worship, and he comes to us as the 

child, born again in our hearts. It is a circle of divine intervention encompassing 

creation from the beginning to end.  

The centre of the parable is as deep as the word of God. The juice stings us to the 

soul because our entire lives are laid bare before the Lord God hung upon the 

cross. Make yourself ready every day because you know not the hour nor the day. 

Worship the Lord your God above all other things. Forgive when you have done 

wrong. Make things right with God and with other people. Receive forgiveness 

when it is due. Bend the knee in humility. Love unconditionally. Every single day 

do what the Lord your God requires of you, and when you stuff it up, try again 

and never stop trying. The Lord Jesus died for us, creating a new covenant and we 

cannot take it for granted like the people of Israel, like the unprepared 

bridesmaids. The bridegroom might be late, but it is certain that he is coming.  


